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Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) president Amit Shah
today accused RJD chief Lalu Prasad Yadav and his
wife Rabri Devi of "poisoning the soul" of the people
in Bihar.In his comments, Shah said Lalu Prasad was
the cause of the Bihar mess and not the BJP which
won the recent Lok Sabha election."The BJP swept
the country in the elections and you have to
understand the reason behind that," Shah told
reporters here when asked about the poll
outcome.RJD supremo Lalu, who was In his
comments, Shah said Lalu Prasad was the cause of
the Bihar mess and not the BJP which won the recent
Lok Sabha election. "The BJP swept the country in
the elections and you have to understand the reason
behind that," Shah told reporters here when asked
about the poll outcome. Lalu, who was expelled from
the Janata Dal (United) last month, formed a new
alliance with the Rashtriya Janata Dal to bag some
seats in the Bihar Assembly elections. But the
electoral arithmetic could not help them. BJP swept
the country in the elections and you have to
understand the reason behind that. The RJD on the
other hand put together its own mahagathbandhan,
comprising the Jansadhikar Janata Party (Lalu's new
outfit) and the Congress, to keep BJP out. Asked
whether the public s ould he retain the same post, he
(Shah) replied in the negative, adding that he will be
a leader. The opposition is now desperate and should
be prepared to face any repercussions, he said. Bihar
will be the last state to go to polls after Lok Sabha
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election results are declared on May 23, President
Pranab Mukherjee said on Wednesday. Amit Shah,
who visited Patna to thank the BJP workers for
winning the national polls, said the RJD was the
cause of the Bihar mess and its chief Lalu was the
reason for the troubles in the state. Shah, a former
Gujarat chief minister, said if the public had a right
opinion of Lalu, then it must know that he (Lalu) is
the cause of the Bihar mess and not the BJP. Asked
about the Congress leadership, Shah said the central
leaders have been elected in the country and in the
opposition too. --IANS rag
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downloadÂ .// Package abu provides a callback-based
API for accessing the Amazon // Automatic
Workflow Execution (AWS) service, with fully
configurable actions. package abu import ( "io" ) //
Action returns a function that invokes the action with
the specified params // and error handling. func
Action(name string, params map[string]string,
errorHandler ActionFunction) func() (result string, err
error) { if errorHandler == nil { return func() (result
string, err error) { return } } return func() (result
string, err error) { return errorHandler(name, params)
} } // ActionFunction is a type that represents a
function that handles the // action-based API API.
type ActionFunction func(name string, params
map[string]string, io.Writer) // Validate will ensure
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that the object is valid, with the specific errors if //
present. This method will not evaluate the object, but
simply check for the // presence of any errors. func
(af ActionFunction) Validate() error { if af == nil {
return nil } for k, v := range af.Params { if _, ok :=
v.(map[string]interface{}); ok { err := af 3e33713323
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